
Getting Started on your 
UG Research Journey
The first step can often be the most challenging and it is natural 
to feel a bit anxious and almost like you are about to climb a 
mountain! However, students often say that this is the most 
exciting part of their UG experience.  

Here are some starting points to the journey that previous students have 
found useful:

Revisiting old modules – what have you particularly enjoyed?
 
Reflection upon your previous professional experience – has this highlighted an area of 
interest or an area of your practice which you might like to improve upon?
 
Writing down what you are interested in and why you have this interest in a 5 minute 
slot ( no longer!)
 
Explaining potential ideas to others (this can help to clarify your own thoughts) 
 
Mind mapping 
 

Read, read and read some more!

Key Questions  

Is this area worthy of exploration?  
 
How might it impact on your own understanding and enhance 
future practice?  
 
Will it be useful to others (including fellow students)? 
 
Is there already research in the area to support your thinking? 
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Which literature will you need to draw upon?     

This is likely to include:   

How might your research link to other research within the area?

To do this you will need to have explored library databases with your chosen key words – you will first need to 
decide what these are!

 Theoretical literature around your substantive area  
 
Literature related to policy contexts from your substantive area
 
Previous research within your chosen area
 
Research literature which will be used to justify your chosen research design, including methodology and 
methods and acknowledgment of any potential limitations

Finding your boundaries

If you had to sum up your idea in three or four key words, what would these be?
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A good UG research study explores a focused area in depth.  This means that an initial step will be to decide 
what the boundaries of your study might be.  This is also useful for helping with your review of literature with 
library database searches.  



Start a separate document for each chapter
 
Remember to save regularly on a hard drive AND cloud application
 
Amalgamate in the correct order before submission.
 
Leave time for editing and returning to chapters to ensure coherence across the whole piece

Whilst the dissertation is submitted in a standardised format, the order that it is written in may not reflect this.  
For example, students may start with a draft of the literature review before moving on to methodology and 
methods.  Chapters will need to be visited more than once! 

When designing and carrying out research into the social world we need to remain respectful to our participants 
who offer us a priviliedged position by sharing their stories with us.   We always need to refer closely to ethical 
frameworks.

Ethical guidelines tell us that we need to ‘care to do no harm,’ when carrying out and the presenting our findings.  
This includes physical, reputational or psychological damage to both ourselves and others.

Order and recording writing

Some useful tips:

Ethical Sensitivity

 The following questions are useful to consider

Will your study cause physical harm to anyone?
 
If participants read your dissertation will the way you present your ‘story’ cause offence?
 
Will your study cause reputational harm to yourself or to the university?

Remember that you cannot collect ANY data until you have received written ethical clearance



Getting out of your ‘foggy place’?                                                                 

This might include:

During these activities, the fog often lifts and you are then able to get back to it!

walking the dog/walking in nature
 
going to the gym
 
reading 
 
dancing  
 
crafting
 
talking to friends

How might you disseminate your findings?

Part of the research process is that you will find a way to share your findings with others, this might be through :

Feeding back to settings to participants /stakeholders
 
Dissertation/Report 
 
Student conference 
 
Journal article
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Remember to stay in regular contact with your supervisor  and 
aim to keep to any deadlines set.

If you need help, don’t hide away - ask for this, your supervisor is 
there to help.

You will need to build time into the research process for times when your thinking may be ‘foggy’, mixed up and 
unclear.  At these time it is useful to take a break and do something that you find relaxing.  


